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From Chancellor's recommendation
Tuition expected to rise 15 percent next year
by Brian Farley
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy, in what he called a
"spirit of gloom and doom", recommended a 15percent increase for in-state tuition at yesterday's
meeting of the UMaine Board of Trustees.
If approved by the board next month, the
chancellor's recommendation will raise annual UMOtuition for in-state students from $1,080 to $1,242
next year.
next year. Tuition for out-of-state students will alsobe raised to "100 percent of cost," McCarthy said, as
required a "step by step" increase plan that the
university has implemented during the past few
years.
Although McCarthy expressed "A desire to be fair
to students," he said he was not hopeful that more
cuts in the already-trimmed budget could reduce theprojected hike in tuition rates.
"This (budget) reminds me of the story of thefarmer who kept feeding his donkey less and less sothat he could save money," McCarthy said.
"Finally he got to the point where the donkey ate
nothing---then the donkey died."
Nevertheless, McCarthy urged the university
community to "take a good, hard look" at nextyear's budget proposals to see if anyone could
suggest what services might be cut so that tuitionincreases could be minimized.
For its part, the board of trustees will seek reactionfrom students, parents and others affected by the
move be fore considering McCarthy'srecommendations at their regular meeting May 18th.
In other business, the board voted to accept trusteeJohn Robinson's proposal to hire a pension
consultant to review what Robinson called "the
university's responsibility" in providing
supplemental retirement funds to employees who
retired before July 1,1975.
"We need to get the latest thinking on what is and
what is not the responsibility of the university,"Robinson told the board. "We are picking upirresponsibility that is not ours. ..we are not
responsible for inflation." The board tabled a
motion calling for annual pensions ranging from$3,000 to $5,000 (depending on years of service) until
a consultant is hired.
A motion to collect student activity fees on a
voluntary basis was defeated by the board 10 to I.However, the trustees finance committee will reviewthe accounting and recording of activities fees at allUMaine campuses to make sure "the money is beingdistributed in accordance with board policy,"
according to trustee Francis Brown.
The board also voted to initiate student tuitionbilling on a credit-hour basis but with a limit of 15-
credit-hours per semester, effective next fall.
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Professor visits China
to study pest control
by Sue Allsop
The director of the School of Forest
Resources left UMO last week for a
one-month trip to China.
Dr. Fred B. Knight was chosen along
with five other experts to review pest
Dr. Fred B. Knight
management practices in forestry in the
People's Republic of China, saidKenneth E. Wing, dean of life sciences
and agriculture.
"They are going as a team of
observers and are not going to
implement their ideas," Wing said.
"It's a tremendous opportunity for Dr.
Knight and everyone else involved."
Dr. Knight, who specializes in the
control of forest insects, has written a
book on the subject which he has
brought along on the trip. Wing said,
at the request of the U.S. department of
agriculture. USDA has fully funded
the trip as part of an exchange program
the department has with the People's
Republic of China, called the
International Cooperative Scientific
Exchange.
The group will be visiting four
locations in China, including the
Chinese Academy of Forest Sciences at
Beijing, the Provincial Forest
Experiment Station at Harbin, the
Nanjing Technical College at
Chin gsha and the Guang Dong
Provincial Forest Research Institute at
Guang Zhov.
Books due at library
of semesterbefore end
by Ruth DeCosler
All univer,ity books are due May 8
at the Fogier Library. If not returned,
student or faculty members will be
chargeu a minimum of $2 and an
additional $1 a week until the book is
brought back to the library.
Library director James
MacCampbell said, "Two years ago
was the first time we ever asked for all
books to be brought back at the end of
the semester. There was tremendous
support, and we got lots of booksback "
MacCampbell said that once all the
books are brought back, it takes
between three and four weeks to put
them back on the shelves. "Then we
send out bills for the ones that haven't
come back. Most students-about 90
percent of them-are good about
returning them."
He said, "We get back in the
neighborhood of 20,000 books." Thelibrary has a total of 550,000 books.
"That's the penalty we pay for a
semester-long book loan." 
see page 2
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Inspired by Monday's mild weather, this 'Atoms dancer" uwrcsstll hisdelight in the arri% al of spring ti) dancing for passers1” outside the MemorialUnion. "Morris dancing is more common in some areas of Europe wheresometimes entire sillages will pour into the streets to dance and chant their jo
at the passing of winter. (Simms pholo)
pecial Section
Getting your life together after graduation
See p. 5-8
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'Bad luck' Area fishing looks good
hurt program
for women
Many people have been frustrated by
the cancellations of the FOCUS on
Women series in the past few weeks,
but not as frustrated as the program's
coordinator, Teresa Bridges of the
UMO Women's Center.
"We were the victims of incredibly
bad luck," Bridges said. "There was
just no transition," when Gay Brown,
the Memorial Union's program
coordinator left.
The program was taken over by the
Women's Center, said Bridges,
president of the center, after Brown
left. Brown had helped Bridges
organize this semester's program
including getting the speakers and
ordering films.
As the semester progressed, it
seemed nearly every week something
went wrong. One week scheduled
speaker Sandra Gardner was ill with
the flu. Another weeks session had to
be cancelled because the speaker didn't
know he was speaking and another
week fell through because the speaker
was not reminded of the date.
Two more were cancelled due to
problems with obtaining films. This
included last weeks segment, which
was supposed to feature the film,
"Killing Us Softly".
In spite of all the problems, many
sessions went well; they were diverse,
interesting and well attended. Bridges
is also very optimistic about working
on the series for next semester. She
hopes to play a very key role in
organizing the series, and tying it into
the work of the UMO Women's
Center.
The Women's Center is looking to
become increasingly active on campus
in educating women about pertinent
issues. Their programming includes
the recent Women's Symposium, and
Rape Awareness Day. They also
initiated the Population Control Fund.
The fund provides money for the
abortions of UMO women.
Library books
due May 8
continued from page 1
MacCampbell estimates between
400-500 books were missing last year.
He does not consider that to be a very
large figure but, he said, "It's still a lot
of books." He said if one was to
multiply that by $20 per book, the
monetary figure would be quite large.
"And this year, books will be more
than $20 a piece. We can't replace
some books because they're out of
print. If they're available, we replace
them."
"These books belong to the
university," he said, "not to the
individual. The important part about
the books that are out is that they are
the newest information. A 10-year-old
book is not used as much, it's not
considered a chat item."
He said most people who have
overdue books would have five or less
to return. Some professors, who have
year-long due dates instead of
semester-long due dates, could have
over a hundred books taken out of the
library.
MacCampbell said, "There are
probably about 150 all year long that
we just never get back for some reason
or another."
He said the money from the fines,
plus the charge of the book itself, is put
back into the book budget in order to
pay for replacing the books or buying
new ones.
The next book due date will be Aug.
21, the last day of summer school.
by Peter Phelan
The UMO campus is accessable to
some of the finest fish* anywhere,
according to local fishermen. The
to research biologist Phil Andrews, of
the Fish Division of the Maine Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife Department.
"We expect a pretty normal yea'
Andrews said, "The streams are a
little bit lower than they usually are this
time of year," but the lakes have an
adequate reserve.
The Atlantic sea run salmon season
opens May I. Atlantic salmon,
perhaps the most coveted and delicious
of any fish that can be caught in Maine
or anywhere else, can be found in the
Penobscot River Bangor Salmon Pool,
just below the Veazie Dam. It is illegal
to catch Atlantic Salmon on any lure
but flies in inland or tidal waters,
which includes the Bangor Salmon
Pool, said Andrews.
The best game fishing this time of
year, Andrews said, is for trout and
land-locked salmon. These fish can be
found in most of the local lakes and
streams, he said. Some streams are
restricted to fly-fishing only, but the
closest ones are near Greenville.
Andrews said, "But the safest way to
fish is to get a fish rules book, because
a lot of places have a special limit."
The ponds in Acadia Natinal Park
on Mount Desert Island, he said, are
among the local bodies of water which
have had fish limits lowered this year.
Like tuition, fishing costs more for
the non-resident. A three-day fishing
license costs $9.50, the same cost as a
full-season license for a resident. A
nni se%en-day non-resiednt license is
$19.50. and a IS-day license is $20.50inland season began April I, and the (which can be traded in towards a full-fishing is "generally good," according season license ).
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WANTE
Energetic, efficient
and ambitious
people to
SELL ADVERTISING
for the Maine Campus
during the 1981-82
school year.
Call Julie or Dianne
at 581-7531
for more information.
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CAMPUS
CRIER
FOR SALE:1975 Kawasaki 500
less than 7000 miles. Very good
condition. Asking $995. Call
Pam at 581-2266. Leave message
with number.
IN ORONO—We are now showing
and renting furnished apartments
and mobilehomes for next August
29. 1981. No Children. No Pets.
942-0935.
Summer Sublease: Penobscot
St., Orono. Furnished 2-
bedroom apartment—rent
negotiable. Convenient location.
Call 866-7041.
FOR SALE: Wedding dress.
Matching veil. Small size. Priced
right. 866-3517.
HELP WANTED-Waitress/
chaimbermaid for sporting camp.
Late May thru August. For ap-
piontment, telephone 796-2213.
TAU EPSILON PHI—Now showing
rooms for summer boarders. Great
location and excellent price. Great
accomodations. $25 private room.
$20 per person double. Must be: 18
years or older; U Maine student .Call
866-5627. ask for Kevin or cart.
LOST: Brown frame eyeglasses
at the Chinnock concert. Call
Bobby, Apt. 66, 2733 if found.
FOR RENT: May 1st at $30. weekly.
Room with kitchen priveleges.
Bangor. Call 942-5666
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE
1963 1005, 2 bedrooms,
washer/dryer, completely
furnished $3600. Call 827-2557
after 5 pm.
Ten room house for rent.
Full year beginning in June.
Reduced summer rent.
827-7058.
FOR SALE: 24" 10 speed
Bicycle. FREE SPIRIT. GOOD
CONDITION! CHEAP! DAVE
Rm 74 No. 7203
Sublet: 5 rooms plus bath.
$190/ month. Call Luke or Ron,
581-7440.
SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA'S
SEAFOOD INDUSTRY For addres-
ses of over 70 Alaskan Seafood
processors, and info to help you
decide if this work is for you. send
your name, address, and $5.00 to:
"Alaska Summer Jobs" Box 1270,
Waterville, Maine 04901 QUICK
REPLY
Giant 12-family yard sale.
Children-adult clothing and fur-
niture, appliances, toys, books,
household and miscellaneous.
Sat-Sun, 9am-4pm, at University
Park.
FOR SALE-Wooden office desk-
9 draws. Dining room table,
seats six or eight. 827-4739.
The PALESTENIANS: A
documentary film by Venssa
Redgrave on Tuesday, April 28,
at the Memorial Union FAA
Room at 7:30PM.
FOUND-Set of keys between the
library and the Union. Call 581-
7531 and identify.
Homes needed for 10 lovely
PUPPIES. Mother - part
Malemute, small with fine
disposition. Father - Beagle.
Free. Call 827-6389 or 2492 oi
Bangor Humane Society.
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by Jon Simms
UMO Wildlifers did it again at this
year's Northeast Student Wildlife
Conclave, winning for the eleventh
straight time the annual Wildlife Bowl
competition.
The Northeast Student Conclave,
hosted this past weekend at Cornell
Police say
alcohol abuse
causes crime
tiN Durcie \lc( ann
Alcohol abuse is the major reason
vandalism occurs on campus, UMO
Assistant Director of Police Services
William Prosser said. "Most
vandalism is alcohol related but may be
linked with someone's need to destroy
someTNing," he said.
Any individual who is caught
damaging campus property will be
charged, with the repairs. If the
damage is done within a residence hall,
and the vandal can not be found, the
dorm will have to foot the bill, Prosser
said.
The police have increased
surveillance of Carnegie Hall, and
buildings with paintings or sculptures
within them due to the recent rash of
vandalism on campus. "The officers
will be more aware of where these
valuable paintings are located within
their areas of responsibility," he said.
The police welcome aid from the
Residential Life staff in the dorms,
vandalism problems in the dorms,
Prosser said. "What we would like to
think is that there is a Residential Life
staff that is an additional eyes and ears
on the floors, plus there are the
residents who live there," he said. "I
feel they have a responsibility to
safeguard the dorms too."
The first priority of the police within
the dorms is to insure the safety of the
residents, Prosser said. The second
priority is to prevent vandalism within
the halls.
Prosser hopes the students will help
the police in catching these people.
"Someone sees almost every crime that
is committed on campus or hears of it.
I'd like to think that these people have
enough sense of community to come
forward and tell us," he said.
The police encourage students to
visit or call the station if they know the
identity of the individual. "They don't
have to give us their name," he said.
"Or if they feel unvomfortable about
that they can notify the residential life
staff."
Maine Cainpus . Tuesday, Apri128, 1981 3
In Northeast competition 
Students win 11 th straight Wildlife Bowl
University, is an annual gathering of
wildlife students from the
Northeastern U.S. and Canada for a
weekend of seminars, hew trips,
competition and other activities. The
highlight event is the Wildlife Bowl, a
team competition styled after the
popular College Bowl, except that
questions concern Wildlife
Management and related fields.
About 10 schools compete each year
for the "traveling trophy," a plaque
upon which is inscribed the name of
the winning school, the host school,
and the year. In the 13 years the
Wildlife Bowl has been held Maine has
given up the trophy only twice-in 1970
and 1980 , the years Maine acted as
conclave host and did not compete in
the bowl.
This year's winning team included
wildlife seniors Jon Simms (captain),
Peter Dunn and Beth Swartz; Junior
Ellen Snyder , and sophomore Jim
Kelley(alternate).
Preparation for the competition
began in February.
It was close this year. Maine almost
lost in the very first round to the
university of Massachussettes but came
from behind at the end of the 20
minute round to win 90-85. Maine
easily rolled over West Virginia
University in the semi-finals 90-55, but
ran into trouble early in the final round
against the University of Vermont.
With 10 minutes to go in the 30 minute
round it was Mine 50, Vermont 120.
Maine once again fought their way to
the top form a defecit, surging in the
final minutes to defeat Vermont 155-
120.
wn
Tuesday, April 28
all day WORKERS'
APPROACH TO HEALTH ON
THE JOB. Hilltop.
11 a.m. PLANT AND SOIL
SCIENCE SEMINAR. Research
Assistant Stuart Georgitis will
speak on "Drainage Class Effects
on Picea glauea Plantation
Growth." 113 Deering.
2:10 p.m. STUDENT MUSIC
RECITAL. 120 Lord.
Might these words of your creator sink into
your heart:
"The fool hath said in his
heart, There is no God. They
are corrupt, they have com-
mitted abominable deeds;
there is no one that does
good:,
Psalms 14:1
"Fools mock at sin."
Proverbs 14:9
The One who made the worlds and made you loved
you enough to die for you. Are you running from
Him? If you want to find God, read the Bible.
Maine Missionary Society, RFD Box 35, Dresden, Maine
The champs:(I to r, back) Peter Dunn, Jon Simms, Jim Kelley. front: Ellen
S:tr.i der, Beth Swartz. (Simms photo)
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The Maine Campus
is looking for writers,
photographers and
production help.
If interested see Ernie Clark
in basement of Lord Hall.
\
PRESENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO/THE
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS/ THE DEPARTMENT OF
THEATRE ND DANCE AND TH PATRONS OF FINE ARTS
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
April 30, May 1, May 2 at 8:00 PM
TICKETS:
UMO Students with ID, $3.00
General Public, $4.50
Tickets on sale at Memorial
Union Lobby and 270 Stevens
Hall April 27 to May 1,
and at the Box Office
Director TERESA TORKANOWSKY -
Producer AL CRYUS •
Vfaine Campus . Tuesday. .4pril 28. 1981
Editorials
Matter of choice
Having police in the dormitories is a topic about
which some people care and some people don't.
Some persons enjoy the added protection the local
boys in blue give to the dorm; others call having
nightly police patrols an intrusion on their privacy.
The decision to have nightly police patrols was one
made with little student input. Because of this lack
of input, some students were upset that police were
being "forced" on their particular lifestyles. If
students had had a chance to voice their opinions on
the idea before it was initiated in the dorms, then the
aftermath might not have been so controversial.
Today, something is being done to gain student
input toward the continuation of the dorm police
patrols.. Last month, student government president
Charlie Mercer initiated a three-member committee
to investigate the possibility of giving students the
opportunity of deciding whether or not a particular
dormitory should receive a police patrol.
Under the original plan, students of a dorm that
chooses not to retain the police patrol would have the
chance to devise their own self-nolicing system to
keep possible mayhem from breaking loose. This
self-made proposal would then be subject to the
approval of committee consisting of Mercer,
assistant director of Residential Life Joline
Morrison and UMOPD Assistant Director William
Prosser. The committee would then decide if the
dorm's policing proposal was feasible for practical
purposes.
rIKOWN WE i-Aq
imiNK .e1  fiaNCiltc2f,
sO WIY DONT
VOTC Piti 5 GT P
Mercer hoped this plan would become the law of
the land in York and Hilltop Complexes by April 15.
April 15 has come and gone, but no student has yet
had a direct voice in deciding the fate of the police
patrols.
True, Mercer's self-imposed deadline has passed,
but as the saying goes, good things often come to
those who wait.
Students should have the opportunity to decide at
least narts of the imposed lifestyles they are going to
face for a year at a time. It's too bad that
administrative forces can make those decisions for
students at a moment's notice, and then students
must face delay upon delay before their voices can be
heard. But the important thing is that those student
voices can be heard. Charlie Mercer has taken a
step to get these disgruntled student voices out in the
open. For those who wish to retain the police
patrols, their sentiments will rest in their votes. But
if the sentiment is one of police removal, these
sentiments must also be heard and understood.
Whether it be April 15 or October 15, the fact that
students will have their say is important to police-
student and student-administration relationships.
Students, paying in ever-increasing amounts to come
here, deserve to be heard.
It's just too bad students cannot be involved in
formulating decisions instead of just being a vehicle
of response.
But, better late than never.
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Down the
Four years of college down the
drain!
That's what some people who
are also ending illustrious careers
at this fine institution of higher
learning are telling me. I don't
feel it's true.
About the only thing that's
gone down the drain during
stint here is a few thousand
dollars in bills and occasional
vomit from excessive drinking.
Although living in Orono,
Maine may not be the most
exciting thing I've ever done, the
experiences have been good. I
remember -Learning how to bind
up half a roll of toilet paper and
soak it in water, making the most
lethal weapon possible w hen
dropped on unsuspecting
motorists from the fourth floor
of Hannibal.
I outgrew this (although
finding it very pleasurable at
times) and moved the next year
into a dorm where most of the
freshman were fascinated by the
ability of the incinerator.
My personal feeling of
struggling through college was
eased significantly when
someone sitting near me in a
calculus class stood up ripped up
his test and screamed, "I can't
take it any. more. I've been here
for three years and I still can't do
this shit."
I felt college was a success
when I squeaked a B in the
course.
Academics, however, has
lessened and lessened as a priority
as the semesters went by. I have
become extremely good friends
with the Xerox machine while
becoming bad friends with some
teachers.
Although I never began
working on this newspaper until
my junior year, it quickly
absorbed most of my time. The
experiences I took part in as a
staff member could never he
duplicated in a class room. I
l'ound that journalism was an
imperfect science, hut one which
through the good times and bad
make you closer to youi
co-workers than you could o'er
imagine.
Going to my first fraternity
party was a pseudo-thrill alto
reading all those Playboy stories
and watching movies as an
unknowing youngster. The thrill
is long since gone.
My major benefits in four
years came in growing a little and
learning how to deal with a wide
cross section of people after
living in the closed cubicle of
Hampden, Maine.
My general mode of thinking
has been changed and the inroads
I've made into the areas of sex
and drugs and rock n' roll will
stay with me long into the future.
If you still have more time to
do at this place, concentrate on
having a real good summer.
If you're moving on to the next
stage of life, use your UM()
experiences to their fullest, we'll
never be back.
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9,000 262.50 3,150 80 960 66.50 698 400 236 3,792 3,956
10,000 262.50 3,150 80 960 66.50 698 400 236 4,456 4,620
11,000 318.50 3,822 80 960 66.50 698 400 236 5,110 5,274
5,9(1012,000 350.50 4,206 80 960 66.50 698 400 236 5,736
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4
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18,000 525.00 6,300 80 960 66.50 698 400 236 9,642 9,806
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A
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A
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A good interview is key to a job
hs Bruce Farrin
For those of you who have vet to get
a job, the difference between success or
failure may have been the impression
you made at a job interview. Before
you are interviewed by a potential
employer, there are a number of issues
which should be explored.
First, in most cases it will be
necessary to complete a standard
application form or resume before an
interview. By committing your
academic and work experience to
paper, you will be better prepared to
answer questions about background in
the interview. For most graduating
college students, the resume should be
a single page, stressing academic
training and relevant work experience.
If you send a resume in the mail, you
should also send a cover letter. In
preparing the letter, you should
address your correspondence to a
specific individual whenever possible.
(This shows you've done your
homework.) Keep the letter brief, to
the point, and begin with a statement
of why you're writing. During the
letter, refer to the enclosed resume and
close with a statement of what you
want.
In preparing for the actual interview,
it is most important to know yourself.
The employer wants to know if you're
the right person for the job available,
and you want 40 find out if the specific
job or company is right for you. To do
your part effectively, you will have to
ha% e a clear sense of why you've done
25-6229529_5625229525-252.95252
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what you've done, where you are now
and where you hope to be in the future.
In general, interviews can be broken
down into four parts. First,
interviewers often try to put you at ease
by talking about non-threatening
subjects, such as sporting events or the
weather. Normally, the interviewer
will then ask for specific information
to measure your appropriateness for
a particular job. In the third phase of
the interview, you will usually have a
chance to ask questions about the
organization. Finally the interviewer
will conclude the session, telling you
what the next step in the application
process is.
You should expect questions which
cannot be answered with a yes or no.
The interviewer will want to talk to you
about your academic performance,
work and campus activities.
Do not ask questions which are
answered in the company's recruiting
material. Many points in this
recruiting material will, however, give
you a starting point for in-depth
questions about the opportunities
offered. Some of these questions
include the nature and duties of the
position, whether one can transfer
between division, whether there is
managerial training available, and
what the starting salary is.
Generally, the interviewer will not
make a job offer based on a thirty
minute interview. Most employers
wish to interview in more depth and
will invite a limited number of
candidates to spend a day or more in
their facilities. At this time you will
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have an opportunity to meet with four
or five different individuals and to
spend more time than during the initial
interview. You should recognize,
however, that perhaps only I of 10
students interviewed will be invited for
a secondary interview. Your odds of
being invited will vary with the
employees with whom you interview,
as well as other factors such as the
number of graduates in your major, as .
well as your qualifications.
U ha t is the
key to survival?
Seniors making the transition from
university life to "the real world" may
find things outside as bewildering as a
freshman finds college.
No matter what you decide to do after
college you do have to learn to survive
on your own. It can be a nightmare.
Think you have a chance of making
it in the outside? Browse through the
next three pages and find out.
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The above table is general, and
would be difficult to apply to all
people, because evryone has a
different, individualized lifestyle.
However, the above figures
should give the graduating senior
a good idea what he can expect a
good portion of his income to go
to.
The figures for the monthly
rent were derived from a study
done by Graduate magazine. It
estimated that a single person
living alone could expect to put
35 percent of their income toward
rent. The grocery figure is an
extimated cost, the car payment
figure is based on the current
interest rate at credit unions, and
the insurance figure is based on
an average derived from three
reputable insurance companies.
For Answers to
All Your Banking
Questions...
Orono Office
Merchants
National
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House hunting graduates
may soon feel the pinch
hy Deb kupa
Graduating seniors who are planning
on house hunting soon will find the
going rough.
Warren Smith, vice president of
Richard S. Bradford, Inc., an Orono-
based real estate and insurance firm,
said it's tough for anyone starting out
now, not only college graduates.
"Even•in the best of times it would be
hard for anyone starting out in the first
six months after graduating," Smith
said.
"Most banks want some type of
stability, he said, before they will give a
loan to a college graduate. Usually this
involves about a year's work, unless
the potential home buyer has a great
deal of money set aside. Smith said
"probably not many students would be
given loans within the first year (after
graduation)."
Some aid is available to people just
starting out, but Smith was not aware
of any special loan for college grads.
"V.A. (Veteran's Administration)
financing is available," he said. "You
can get 100 percent financing" through
this type of aid.
Also available are Farm Home
More loans
could be a
good idea
tr Ruth DeCoster
With most students having various
amounts of student loans to repay, it's
a dreadful thought for a graduating
senior to think of taking out more
loans.
But according to loan officer Dot
Monohon from Merchants National
Bank of Bangor, most graduated
students may soon find the need for a
car or personal loan.
Requirements for loans might vary
between banks, but at Merchants
they require a person to be employed.
"And they have to be employed at least
three months at one job," Monohon
said.
"II they don't have some type of
credit," she said, "they would need a
co-signer."
Most new loan recipients would have
a parent co-sign their loans. She said it
would be preferable that it be a local
person.
If a person applying for a loan,
whether it be a car loan or some sort of
personal loan, already has some type
of credit, the bank will do a credit
check on them. She said it would not
make a difference if they had
outstanding loans unless their income
wasn't large enough to cover their
expenses. "If they have the income to
support it, there's no problem," she
said.
Monohon said, "What we see are
mainly car loans. We require a 25
percent downpayment, and it doesn't
matter if it was a new or used car."
She said the interest rate for a new
car right now is 13'2. percent. A one-
year old used car is 14 percent.
"The same things are required for
personal loans. If a student has just
graduated and is maybe thinking of
marriage, they might want a loan for
furniture or something."
loans, which are designated for low-
income people. "It's like an adjusted
family income," Smith said. "There's
a great growth in many of the rural
areas in Maine because of the Farm
Home loans," he said. Smith pointed
out the eligibility guidelines for one of
these loans are very strict.
Smith said he has seen many people
who are presently renting begin to get
into the market for a home. "The
rents are going up because of the
energy costs, and they see purchasing a
home as something more stable," he
said.
Also important to consider is a two
or three-family home, where the owner
rents out apartments and gains income
from his purchase.
Even though the economic situation
looks bleak, financial institutions are
beginning to look at new ways of
aiding voun“ nerInle in becoming home
owners, Smith said. "They're
analyzing all kinds of mortgage
instruments," he said, which would
allow lower mortgage payments for
those people who have just purchased a
home, and adjustments as their
incomes grow.
7
Graduates should consider insurance
by Sean Brod rick
As UMO's graduating seniors head
out into the real world they are going
to have to start buying insurance. The
first types of insurance most ex-
students will probably consider are
auto, life, and home insurance, if they
don't have them already.
The first choice will be whether to go
to a mutual life insurance company or
a stock company. A stock company is
owned by stockholders, as it sounds.
A mutual company is owned by the
policy holders, and though they pay
initially higher rates, they get
increasing dividends every year from
the mutual company.
In tile area or me insurance, the next
choice would be whether to get whole
life or term life. Whole life is based on
the principle that the company will
have to pay off some day, while term
life is only for a set number of years,
during which the policy holder may
die.
"The difference is, in term life you
are betting you will die in the next five
or ten years," said Frank Farington, of
the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company. "And also term rates don't
stay the same, nor does the term policy
have any cash value."
A big difference is that whole life
policies cost a lot more. In the case of
Union Mutual, whole life costs $10;
per $1000 received. Term insurance
costs $2 per $1000.
"Most people decide on a
combination of both," Farington said.
"A person who is young and single
and just getting out of college would
probably want to plan ahead and buy
whole life. But then as you get older,
get married and have kids, you might
want to pick up lots of term life to
protect your dependents."
Then once one has chosen which
kind to get, there are all sorts of
••••••###"•#.4`
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options to be decided on. Things like
disability income, which is money if
one gets laid up on the job. Or waiver
of premium, which is when the
company pays the premium for a
disabled policy holder.
Home insurance has lots of variables
GLOW
as well, as Dick Brooks, sales manager
for Metropolitan Life explained.
"We have three basic types of
policies for homes," Brooks explained.
"There is the standard house, vv hich
would be found in a development, sort
of a three bedroom ranch with a
fireplace, all the houses the same.
Then we have a custom policy, where
the house next door is not the same.
Then we have a luxury policy for
houses of values of more than a
hundred thousand dollars.
Other variables include how close
the house is to a fire hydrant, if it is
made of combustible material, the way
the house looks, hre alarm systems and
so on, Brooks said. Even such details
such as w het her the local fire
depat intent is olunteer of full-time
must be considered.
Brooks said that auto inNut atiL'e has
es en mot e s at tables t han house
insurance, s iih —each person in cated
!LIFE & CASUALTY
Specialized Insurance Needs
Featuring the Aeconomaster and
College Plan.
For the Answers to your Insurance
questions as you need them...From the
largest multi-product company in the
Industry.
ALAN B. DARRAH STEVEN H. ZIEG1.ER
AETNA Campus representatives for Life Insurance
77 Exchange St., 4th floor
Depositer's Bank Building, Bangor.
942-5279
You get action with /Etna
.1 fife Insurance Company. Hartford, Connecticut
8 ,%furne t'ampus . Tuesda.t.„4pril 28. 1981
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Although hopes of the graduate run high and they spend most of finals week dreaming of getting their first real place of
their own, this is probably more what the new kid on the block should expect. (Peterson photo)
Banks offer various accounts
by Mark Munro
Banks are businesses and it would be
wise to do a little shopping around
before chosing one to do business with.
All banks are governed by federal
law and the highest interest they are
allowed to pay on savings accounts is
five and one-half percent. (Interest in
savings accounts is usually rive and a
quarter to five and a half depending on
the bank you talk to.) Interest is
compounded quarterly or from day of
deposit to day of vvithdraw al.
Certificates of deposits are another
method to earn interest on your
money. The interest a bank will pay
for these deposits is considerably
higher than what you could earn in a
regular savings account. At the
moment anywhere from II and a half
to 12 and a half percent is what banks
are paying. This figure fluctuates from
week to week. Stipulations are put on
the amount of time you lease the
money in the bank and penalties are
made for early withdrawal. Most
banks require or suggest that no less
than $500 is deposited in such
accounts.
Checking accounts are another way
to stretch your dollar. Most banks
offer two types. A regular checking
account and a NOW account.
Regular checking accounts in some
banks require a minimum balance of
around $100. Other banks have no
minimum balance. In banks with a
minimum balance if the balance goes
below the minimum, a monthly fee is
charged as well as a small charge for
each check written while the balance is
deficient. In regular checking accounts
the customer is required to purchase
the checks.
NOW accounts require a minimum
balance of generally between $250 and
$500 and pay interest slightly less than
the five and a half percent you can earn
in a savings account. Interest is
compounded on the daily average.
These are the basic accounts most
banks offer. Each bank has its own
special deals and they are too varied to
discuss here.
Graduates must soon pay loans
by Annette Higgins
In June of 1982, many of this May's
graduates may find themselves hunting
for funds to begin paying back their
student loans.
Burt Batty, director of student aid,
said students have a nine-month grace
period before they must begin making
payments.
Students have 10 years to pay back
National Direct Student Loans and the
3 percent interest charged.
"The biggest difierence between
NDSL and guaranteed student loans is
the interest rate charged," Batty said.
He said interest on guaranteed loans is
usually 7 or 8 percent and students
have five years to pay the loan back.
If a student pays inc loan back
before payments are due he is charged
no interest, Batty said.
There are several ways for students
to defer or cancel their NDSL, Francis
Huvett of the business office said.
Loans can be defered if the student is
still taking six or more credit hours. A
three-year deferment is offered to
students in the military or serving as a
member of the Peace Corps, VISTA,
or ACTION. Students must fill out a
form to claim these deferments.
A fourth way to defer is an extreme
hardship deferment.
"If a student is unemployed or ill or
has some other valid reason he can't
meet payments he can get a
deferment." Huyett said. This
deferment is usually for six months and
the student must pay the interest but
not the principle.
Education majors can cancel out
their student loans if they teach
handicap children or in a area with a
high concentration of low income
families. They are allowed to cancel at
a rate of 15 percent the first and second
years, 20 percent the third and fourth
years and 30 percent the fifth year,
Huveit said.
"A student teaching could cancel
out his entire loan in five years," she
said.
Huyett said students must fill out a can
cellat ion request form to do so.
Students who are negligent in their
payments for two years are turned over
to a billing service for collection.
"If they aren't sucessful we go to a
collection agency, then we take them to
court," Huyett said.
She said many times students can't
be located so their cases are turned
over to the federal government.
Choose
an apartment
carefully
by. Dareie McCann
Get it in writing.
Get everything in writing before you
move into an apartment, Student Legal
Services lawyer Tom Coish said, and
that will eliminate many future
problems.
When checking out an apartment,
take careful notice of the condition of
the building. Many landlords require a
security deposit before allowing
tenants to move in. Coish advises
students to go through the apartment
and list any damages already present,
such as cracked windows or peeling
paint. After this list has been made,
bring it to your landlord and have
him/her sign it. This will avoid, these
damages being attributed to you, Coish
said.
It is also important, Coish said, to
find out whether utilities are paid by
the landlord. It they are not, it would
be a good idea, he said, to ask how
much the utilities usually cost per
month.
When you do decide on an
apartment, "make sure you know
what's in your lease before you sign
it," Coish said. "Most form leases are
landlord-oriented. They are prepared
by real estate agencies or the landlord's
attornies."
Be wary of those landlords who rent
out many apartments, he said. "They
are not as available to take care of
problems that may arise such as the
heat, plumbing, and electricity."
If problems do occur, notice should
be given to the landlord. "People
should know who to get in touch with
and how to get in touch with them
when these sort of problems occur,"
Coish said.
Any changes in the lease should be
discussed with the landlord, and if
possible, notice of this change should
be in writing. The tenant should save
all receipts from rental payments as
well as the security deposit receipt.
Notice should also be given to the
landlord if you wish to make any
improvements in the apartment, such
as fixing the skyview(the roof) or
painting. Usually', Coish said, the
landlord will pay for the materials.
Also, he said, make sure the landlord
knows, before you move in, if you
have a pet.
There are various laws protecting the
tenant. "It is illegal for landlords to
discriminate against you or evict you
for being involved in tenant union
activites or reporting health and safety
violations to appropriate government
agencies," Coish said.
It is also illegal, to discriminate
against you on the basis of race, sex, or
religion, he said.
"If you think you've been
discriminated for an illegal reason, get
in touch with the Maine Human Rights
Commission in Augusta," Coish said.
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Return missing notes-please
to the Editor:
I never thought I would find
myself composing a letter to
the campus, but because of a
recent unfortunate incident,
here I am. It's too had it takes
action to get a reaction. In
any case, my backpack was
taken from Wells Commons
Friday afternoon. The loss of
the pack, wallet (and 1.1).$), as
well as personal items and one
expensive textbook are
regrettable, but replaceable.
What is invaluable are the
innocent looking notebooks
containing something of
incakuable worth: as
semester's hard work. Time,
effort, Chem labs, and final
calculations for engineering
drawings are a difficult loss to
accept at any time, but one
week before finals, it's
des istating. At this time of
year it's hard enough facing
professors, exams and the so
called "system", without
being victimized by one's
peers. This was thoughtless
turn of events, and as I was
told by the police, "people do
strange things this time of
year"-an understatement at
best.
This sort of, shall I say
crime for lack of a better
word, has always baffled me.
It's sad enough people hurt
other people in many ways;
Why? Can't one student
empathize with another? The
pack is of no real value to
anyone but me. Go ahead.
Sell the book, keep the pack
and buy yourself a hamburger
with the three dollars. Just
show a little compassion:
return my notes. To me they
represent a half a year's work
and their return will save me
unestimatible hassle.
headache, and heartache.
What more can I say except
next time, don't let there be a
next time. Think a little.
There's more at stake here
than money.
M. Lisa Masselle
417 Oxford Hall
Horse show
o the Editor:
On May I, 2 and 3 the UM()
Horseman's Club will be
holding its annual horse show.
The show has grown
considerably since its
beginnings behind York Hall.
This year's show has been
expanded to three days and it
will be the first show of the
season as well as the largest in
the state of Maine.
The show will feature judges
from California and New
York and classes for every
breed of horse. The show will
be held at Bass Park, home of
the Bangor State Fair. The
fairgrounds of 'some of the
finest facilities in the
Northeast. This year's show is
expected to draw a record
number of horses from the
United States and Canada and
should be one of the largest
equine knew% in New England.
Spectators are encouraged to
attend. Admission is free.
UM() Horseman% Club
338 Hitchner Hall
Student legal explains budget cut drawbacks
To the Editor:
As many, hopefully most,
students are aware Student
Legal Services has submitted
an annual budget which has
caused a great deal of
controversy. SLS has
requested a funding level of
$60,026 to maintain our
current level of services for
UMO students.
The opposition to the
proposed funding level has
caused much talk about SLS in
the last week, some accurate
and some inaccurate. We feel
it necessary to dispel at least
one of those inaccuracies. The
proponents of cutting the SLS
budget by 61 percent stated at
last Tuesday's General
Student Senate meeting that
SLS serves only 8 percent of
the student body. This 8
percent figure represents only
a faction of SLS's actual case
work and service delivery.
A hand bill was released on
4 / 2 3 / 8 1 (authors
conspiculously anomymous)
stated that "Student Legal
Services Serves less than 10
percent of the student
population, and they charge
absolutely nothing for their
services". This statement is
intentionally misleading, and
contains two errors. First.
SLS does not provide free
serY ices, it is a pre-paid
program, each student
contributing his/her share,
through Student Government
at the beginning of each year.
Second, this .statistic fails to
include approximately 500
consultations and minor
negotiation cases, work
conducted for Student
Government itself, issue
related special projects. and
community legal education.
Their statements and
statistics are generalizations,
oversimplifications and often
false. A rebuttal of this
position follows:
I. Student Legal provides a
full range of legal services to
all activity fee paying students
and to the UMO Student
Government (except in
restricted areas such as student
versus student cases, fee
generating tort matters, and
specialty areas of law)
2. SLS publishes
preventative legal education
articles in the student
newspapers on areas of law
which affect students interests.
3. SLS offers two courses,
Maine Law and Legal research
and writing, for the purpose of
training paralegals, and open
to the student community.
4. SLS teaches seminars for
university classes, domitory
groups, the alcohol awareness
program, and for Dialogue on
Rye as requested.
5. SLS offers mediation to
students in student verses
student matters.
6. In-house counsel to
Student Governments:
7. SLS helped implement
and currently participates in
the Alternate/Serx ice
Diversion Program. Without
SLS this program may.
effectively be abandoned.
SLS has also worked hard over
the year to implement a
Student Court.
8. SI_S reviews contracts
used in on-campus sales by
merchants, insurance agent.,
and mail order businesses.
9. SLS has undertaken
special preventative law
projects, such as a review of
the UMO Police department,
and the exclusion of certain
Interested in DLS
To the Editor:
I would like to ins lie
interested students to join The
Distinguished Lecture Series.
We are a committee of Student
Government which brings to
UMO many diversified
speakers. This past semester
we have brought up su.:11
noted persons as: George
McGovern, Betty Williams,
and Esther Lurie. If anyone
has someone that they would
like to see speak on campus or
would like to help run the
programs, come see us. To
join the committee, pick up an
application in the Student
Government office on 3rd
floor, Memorial Union.
Jody L. Harris
Secretrs
D.1
I DIDN'T THINK
YOU WOULD!
questionable merchants selling
on campus.
10. SLS has drafted a
model lease which is now in
use by several local landlords
and the Student Off Campus
Housing Office.
SLS provides more than just
a legal service. It is a living
example of how a group of
individuals, each nearly
powerless by themsely es, can
combine and provide that
power to all. Many students
are too poor to afford
traditional legal services and
have, historically, had little
chance to present their
positions against police,
landlords, or the university
administration. By combining
and chipping in approximately
$4 each out of their activity
fees, students can be
represented.
In addition, SLS assists
students in understanding
their legal rights and
responsibilties by helping them
to handle their own cases, to
the maximum extent possible.
Students are encouraged to
represnet themselves in small
claims court and on other
relatively simple matters, to do
their own negotiations, .and
find and read the law which
applies to their situation.
The University of Maine at
Orono has a model legal
services, a national leader in a
growing field. The SLS
program has been featured at
successive national
Conferences on Student Legal
Aid, both held in Wa.shingion,
D.C. It is a service to all
students which the UMO
community can be proud of.
The SI.S Staff
Sponsor
To the Editor:
The Distinguished Lecture
Series neglected to mention
another sponsor of the Dr.
Evyatar Levine lecture
scheduled for Wednesday,
April 29 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Damn Yankee-the Honnrs
Center.
D.L.S. ceitainly regrets this
oversight.
Evelyne Varieur
Assistant Program
Coordinator, D.L.S.
SOMEHOW
I KNEW HE'D
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World news
Court upholds abortion restriction
ASHINGTON (AP) - States may hospital.
outlaw abortions performed outside A doctor who runs a Gary, Ind.,
hospitals on women more than three abortion clinic and three women
months pregnant, the Supreme Court identified in court records only by
ruled Monday. fictitious names sought to block
The decision was a significant enforcement of the law.
victory for the "pro-life" or anti- In separate action Monday, the
abortion forces in the heated legal and court left intact Patricia Hearst Shaw's
political battle sparked by the Supreme 1976 bank robbery conviction, turning
Court's 1973 ruling that legalized most away arguments that famed trial
abortions. lawyer F. Lee Bailey gave her
Without waiting to conduct oral "insufficient " legal help.
arguments or to write an opinion, the The justices refused to consider
court voted 6-3 to uphold an Indiana ruling that defense lawyers always fail
law that makes it a felony for a doctor to provide adequate legal help when
to perform an abortion, other than a they contract for the exclusive rights to
first-trimester one, away from a write a book about a trial before it
begins.
Spiro Agnew found guilty of graft
ANNAPOLIS, MD. (AP) - Former
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
accepted kickbacks from engineers
while he was governor of Maryland
and must pay the state $248,735 for
violating the public trust, a circuit
judge ruled Monday.
"There is no question that Mr.
Agnew violated his public trust," said
Judge Bruce Williams.
The judge said evidence presented at
a civil trial proved that in 1967 and
1968 Agnew was engaged in an
unlawful relationship with two
associates, I. H. "Bud" Hammerman
and Jerome Wolff, to solicit kickbacks
from consulting engineers who were
awarded highway contracts.
M&M Restaurant 1
Broadway Shopping
Center
Lunch, Dinner,
Cocktails
9,12-7662
-
TYPING
Fast, accurate typist using
( IBM Selectric. Papers,
theses, letters and resumes.
Reasonable rates, pick-up
and delivery available.
( Overnight ser% ice a% ailable
Susan Shaw 947-6886
Stillwater Texaco
Sun Diagnostic
Computer - 2001
Retread Tires
for as low as $19.95
AAA-ALA
Visa and Master Charge
827-4872
The evidence also showed that
Agnew accepted money directly from
two engineers, Lester Matz and alien
Green, the judge said.
The case grew out of the federal
investigation that led to Agnew's
resignation in 1973 as Richard Nixon's
vice president and his plea of no
contest to one count of federal income
tax evasion.
Agnew's lawyer, Thomas R.
Harrison, said he would appeal the
ruling within 30 days.
Agnew did not testify, and Harrison
said he did not expect the former vice
president to comment on the ruling.
Harrison insisted that the ruling was
not a finding that Agnew actually
accepted any kickbacks.
But Michael Milleman, an assistant
attorney general, said Williams
"specifically found that Agnew
accepted $147,000 in kickbacks. It, the
ruling, establishes clearly that Mr.
Agnew took kickbacks."
Wolff testified that Hammerman,
who was a friend and adviser to
Agnew, solicited money from
consulting engineers and :hen awarded
contracts to those engineers. Wolff
said he and Hammerman each got one-
fourth of the money and that Agnew
got the rest.
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IRA strikes as Sands nears death
BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND
(AP)-a booby-trap bomb planted in a
hijacked truck exploded in Belfast on
Monday killing one policeman and
injuring three others. The bombing,
claimed in the name of the Irish
National Liberation Army, followed
the arrest of 20 prominent supporters
of jailed hunger striker Bobby Sands.
Sands, 27, a convicted Irish
Republican Army guerrilla recently
elected to British Parliament, was
reported drifting nearer to death on the
58th day of his fast at Maze Prison.
Northern Ireland's security chiefs
,cancelled all police leave as the British
province prepared for widespread
violence if Sands dies.
In London, Scotland Yard said a
letter-bomb sent to a Conservative
member of Parliament was safely
detonated but that it might be part of a
new IRA offensive against prominent
Britons. It was the second such mail-
bomb in three days.
A delivery truck, hijacked in central
Belfast early Monday and rigged with a
bomb, was driven into the
predominantl Roman Catholic
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Andersonstown district where police
found it. The bomb went off as they
tried to move it, police said.
One officer was dead on arrival at
Royal Victoria Hospital, spokesman
Gerry Carson said. He said two of the
injured men were in critical condition.
An anonymous caller to a Northern
Ireland radio station later claimed
responsibility for the blast on behalf of
the terrorist splinter group 1NLA,
which claimed responsibility for the
1979 car-bomb assassination of
Conservative politician Airey Neave at
the House of Commons in London.
The blast came after police arrested
20 leaders of a campaign supporting
Sands' demands that the British
government restore special privileges
for imprisoned IRA guerrillas.
Later a mob of 200 youths in the
staunchly Catholic Falls Road area of
Belfast, near Andersonstown, stoned
police and hijacked two buses which
were set afire, police said.
An authoritative British source
reported that Sands weighed about 95
pounds, down from 155 pounds when
he began his fast March I.
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Bears pulverize Husson 11-0,12-4
1.1) Jack Connolly
The UMO Black Bears extended
their win streak to eight games with a
doubleheader sweep of Husson
College, 11-0, and 12-4, yesterday at
Mahaney Diamond.
The Bears had little trouble in
disposing of the 5-5 Braves in raising
their season record to 19-11 and New
England mark to 13-2
Freshman Billy Swift picked up the
win in the first game for Maine, gi% ing
with three up just two singles walks
and four strikeouts. Sss ut has given up
a mere five hits in his last two starts
which seems ironic considering he was
recruited by coach John Winkin as an
outfielder. Swift is now 2-0, both
complete game victories.
Don Mason, 4-1, notched the v,in in
the second game but needed relief help
in the seventh from Steve Roy. the
senior righthander didn't gi% e up an
earned run but was victimi/ed by four
unearned runs in the top of the sixth.
It was Roy's first appearance of the
year for Maine as he finished up for
Mason striking out a batter and
walking one.
Consecutive doubles by Pete Adams,
Tom Vanidestine, and Brad Colton
after a walk to leadoff hitter Dick
Whitten provided all the offense the
Bears needed in the first game.
Nonetheless, in the second inning run-
scoring singles by Vanidestine and
Colton made it 5-0.
Maine scored twice again in the
third the key blows this time being a
double by centerfielder Rick Lashua
and a Whitten single. A walk was then
dealt to Adams sending Husson starter
John Hopping to an early shower.
Brian Lefave relieved him and didn't
fare much better as he ga%e free passes
to three of the first four men he faced.
Maine scored twice in the inning %%ith
Mark Sutton chipping in with an RBI
single and Ed Pickett bringing in
another with an infield out making it 9-
0.
Pats' draft
preview
FOXBORO, MASS. (AP)-
Barring a trade, the New England
Patriots have the 19th pick in
Tuesday's National Football
League draft. What they do with
it depends in large measure on the
first 18 players picked.
In contrast with last year, when
their top priority was a defensive
lineman, the Patriots' interests
are scattered. Most likely, they
will choose an offensive or
defensive lineman, a big running
back or a linebacker. It depends
on who is left when they pick
Regardless of who they end up
with, Patriots' director of player
development Dick Steinberg
thinks they'll do well.
"Overall, this is a good draft,
he said. "We rate players from a
high nine to a low of one under
out system. In a good year, all
the players taken on the first
round will rate a seven. That's
the way it is with this group.
"This is a good draft for
another reason. We feel that the
players we take in all 12 rounds
will be capable of playing in the
NFL.. There are that many fives,
which means players of above
average ability."
The Patriots have 10 picks in
the two-day draft, headquartered
in New York. They choose 19th
on the first, second, fourth, fifth,
sixth, seventh, eighth, 11th and
12th rounds. They also have the
first choice on the eighth round,
obtained last week from New
Orleans in a trade for veteran
offensive guard Sam Adams.
akiroalii.
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Brad Colton rounds for home after blasting a fifth inning home run in the
opener of Maine's 11-0. 12-4 sweep of Husson yesierday at Mahane%
Diatnond. (Bill Mason photoi
The fifth inning for Maine was
highlighted by. a long two-run homer to
left by- the hot-hitting Brad Colton. k
Colton was three-for-three in the
contest with three RBIs.
The defensi‘e play ot the game was
turned by first baseman Ke% in Bernier.
With one out and a man at third,
Husson batter Chris Lenfest hit a
grounder in the second base hole to
Bernier's right. Bernier gloved the
grounder, beat Lenfest to the bag and
falling threw out the runner trying to
score from third thus preserving
Swift's shutout.
Joining Colton as leading hitters in
the contest were Adams and
Vanidestine with two safeties a piece.
Vanidestine also knocked in three.
In the second game it was again the
big inning that carried Maine to the
win as they scored seven times in the
fifth.
Jon Perry. led with a walk and Went
to third on a line double by Mike
Coutts. swift, who was DHing after
pitching the first game, delivered both
of them with a basehit. A single by
Jeff Paul and Ed Hackett's first hit of
the year, a double, accounted for two
more markers. A walk, a Jim Foley.
single, a sacrifice fly, and Perry's long
double to the fence scored three more
and buried the hapless Bras es.
The Bears had scored three times m
the first on one hit and added sinele _
runs in the third and sixth. The run in
the third came on a tremendous
homerun to left by Jon Perry, his first
Ma h aney Diamond
action:
Thurs. vs. St. Joseph's
Sat. vs. UConn
of the year.
Husson meanwhile touched up
Mason for four runs on four hits in the
sixth. The big hit in the inning %%as a
bases loaded single by Erv Morrison
scoring John Zinck and Kip Cameron.
Maine plays a doubleheader today
with the University of New Hampshire
at Durham. The Wildcats are enjoying
a 17-4 year and will hope to derail the
peaking Bears. These are key Div.l
games for the Bears and coach John
Winkin will pitch Joe Johnson in the
first game and come back with Tom
Mahan in the second. UNH will
counter with former Sanford High
standout Andy Adams(7-0), and Tim
O'Shea(5-1). Next home game is
Thursday against St. Joseph's.
Correction
A feature story run in Friday's
Winne Campus about baseball
player Kevin Buckley was
accompanied by a photo of Tom
Vanidestine and not Buckley.
The Campus regrets the error.
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Sports
Softball team makes home opener an 8-1 success
b) Joe McLaughlin
A strong pitching effort by Sheri
Denis and a timely hitting attack paced
the UMO softball team over Bowdoin
yesterday, 8-1, before a crowd of over
100 people at the Black Bears' home
opener.
After some control problems in the
first inning, when she walked two
batters and gave up one run, Denis
calmed down and allowed just two
Bowdoin hits in the next six innings.
The Black Bear defense gave Denis
solid support throughout the game.
Third baseman Janet Hoskin caught
a line bunt in the first turning it into a
double play, centerfielder Sue Leino
caught a line shot in the eighth with
two runners on base, and catcher
Cindy Richards had a solid
performance behind the plate, all of
which helped to end Bowdoin rallies.
Coach Janet Anderson said she was
pleased with the performance of her
team which played its' first home game
of the season on its' new field. "It was
our first game on campus so it ws
important for us to win it," Anderson
said. "Playing at home added some
more excitement to the game and all
in all it was well played."
After Bowdoin scored a run in the
first , UMO came back to score two
runs in the second and gained a lead it
was never to relinquish. Richards
started the Bear scoring attack when
she grounded a single into left and stole
second base. She advanced to third
when first baseman Val Larabee
singled and the bases were loaded up
when Sue Leino reached base on an
error. This set the stage for Sheri
Denis who lashed a two run single into
left, scoring Richards and Larabee.
Bowdoin threatened to score in the
third when they loaded the bases by
virtue of three walks. However, Denis
got out of trouble by making one
Bowdoin batter pop-out and by
striking out another.
Maine added another run in the third
when Richards lined a double into the
center field gap, knocking in shortstop
Ethel Macklin who had singled. For
the next two innings, however, the
Black Bear bats were silenced as they
went down in order both times.
The slump was short-lived though,
as Maine exploded for five runs in the
sixth inning. "We were trying to kill
the ball," said Anderson explaining
that she told her hitters to make a
batting adjustment. "We were taking
too long of a stride into the ball, so 1
make an adjustment and it worked,"
she said.
Richards started out the Maine rally
with a line drive single into left and
moved to second on a sacrifice by
left fielder Cathy Woodhams. That
opened the door for the rest of the Bear
sluggers as they lashed out six
Cind Richards rapped three hits and played a solid game behind the plate in
the softball team's 8-1 in oser Bodoinyesterda.
TUESDAY NIGHT
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consecutive hits. The run producing
hits came by Leino's line drive single
and Macklin's blast into the centerfield
gap.
With a seven run cushion, Denis set
down Bowdoin in order in the last
inning, improving her record to 3-1.
The Black Bears will play again
tomorrow when they face Husson for a
doubleheader. Nancy Szostak and
Linda Graham, both with 2-2 records,
will be the starting pitchers for UMO.
1 he Black Bears, following the
example of many other sports teams
throughout the country, are wearing
green ribbons on their uniforms. The
ribbons are in memory of the children
who have killed in Atlanta and will be
part of the Maine uniform until the
murders are stopped and resolved.
"The captains approached me with
the idea and I said to go with it,"
Anderson said. "1 think it's a good
idea."
BLOOMIN(TON. MINN.
(AP)- Lenny Randle capped a
five-run 10th inning with a
grandslam homer to lift Seattle to
a 8-3 victory over Minnesota
Monday, snapping the Mariners'
four-game losing streak.
Richie Lisk opened the 10th
with a single to right off reliever
Don Cooper, o-1. Allen ran for
Zisk and raced to third when
Bruce Bochte also singled to
right. Dan Meyer followed with
a single up the middle for the tie-
breaking run.
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